CASE STUDY: eTailPet

ACCELERATING
SUCCESS.
DELIVERING
RESULTS.

PROBLEM
eTailPet is an independent pet store’s best friend. Designed specifically for the
industry, eTailPet’s suite of software solutions helps neighborhood stores take
back territory marked by big dogs like Chewy and Amazon. Despite its robust
solutions, category specificity and winning team, eTailPet struggled to gain
new customers due to its audience’s technology-phobia and a slew of new
competitors bringing similar products to market. eTailPet needed a strategic,
comprehensive plan to bring customers into the fold.

Caption
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SOLUTION
We dogged the details to understand the product offerings, the competitive landscape, the
opportunities and the challenges. Then we employed our playbook to apply our Four Ps of
Success: Precision, Positioning, Process and Performance.

01. PRECISION
We implemented precise audience segmentation, targeting and messaging. We helped
eTailPet optimize its database and procure a list of additional independent retailers to
supplement existing prospects. We dug deep to understand the indie pet industry, identified
optimal advertising/marketing channels for its target audience, and made recommendations
for budget and forecasting results. This knowledge also transferred to the development of
precise campaign messaging tailored to eTailPet’s audience and their pain points, creating
empathy, building relationships and helping eTailPet become the industry’s trusted advisor.

02. POSITIONING
Pet store owners are a breed apart. Driven by a love for pets and their parents, these
retailers value relations over transactions and warm, fuzzy messaging over cold, unhuman
technology. We used this insight to develop a welcoming brand voice and a visual identity
that incorporated illustration, an engaging palette and easy, user-friendly experiences. These
brand elements were complemented with strategic product packaging and pricing structures.

03. PROCESS
Like many early stage startups we partner with, eTailPet operated under a system that was
piecemealed out of necessity. Through our discovery process, we identified must-need items
for their tech stack. After evaluating a number of options, we landed on HubSpot for CRM,
Marketing Automation and Service. We lead software implementation, improved processes
and developed key reporting systems. Then we trained the client team on marketing best
practices to properly score, nurture and distribute leads to the appropriate reps in order to
ensure qualified conversations that led to increased conversions.

04. PERFORMANCE
We pulled out all the stops to build brand—and results. Work included a video, complete
website redesign with new copy and custom illustrations, email campaigns, six custom
landing pages tailored to different product features, PPC and social media ads, newsletters,
eBooks... and that’s just for starters.
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RESULTS
We were proud to create tail-wagging results for eTailPet.
We exceeded the goal of won opportunities by 400% and generated triple
the qualified leads over goal on a monthly basis.

Other attention-getting,
brag-worthy results include:
Paid search now
ranking #1 against

190%

competitors

to goal on MQLs in
one month

168%

163%

to goal on MCLs

to goal on revenue

Ready to step up to the launching pad and get stellar results like these?

Contact us now.
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WORD ON THE STREET
“I am pinching myself! You have elevated our brand and are so on top
of everything. You’re just like a part of our team.”
BERE GIANNINI, CEO
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